Quilt is 60¼” x 60¼”.

Double Chocolat

moda

3 Sisters
Read instructions before beginning a project.
All instructions include a ¼” seam allowance.
WOF=width of fabric.
22” measurement is approximate.

Quilt Construction

Divide the Fat 8th Bundle into
20 Dark & 20 Light prints.
(We put the reds and chocolates in the Darks,
the light blues and creams in the Lights.
The rest of the colors could be Dark or Light.)

Repeat step 1 to make 18 sets of 28 half square triangles (HST).
(There will be 4 leftover Fat 8th strips)

1 Half Square Triangles (HST): (Use the Fat 8th pieces)
Select one Dark and one Light 9” x 22” strip.
(A) Layer the Dark and Light rectangles, right sides together,
the Light print on the top. Press.
Following the LBQ Exchange Triangle paper directions,
place the paper on top of the fabrics and pin. Sew the half
square triangles using the dash lines as guides.
Remember to use a 50 wt thread and a smaller stitch length.

(B) Cut the triangles apart, using the solid lines as
guides. Do not remove the paper.

(C) Flip the triangle over so that the Dark print is on
the top. Press the half square triangle open. Trim the "dog ears" and remove the paper.

Repeat step 1 to make a total of
18 sets of 28 half square triangles (HST).
Total of 504.
2 One Block: *(This is a scrappy quilt)*

Select the following to make one quilt Block:

- **A** 16-2½” Dark half square triangles  
  *(these will not all be the same print)*
- **B** 4-2½” Dark half square triangles (Block Center)
- **C** 4-4” Dark Small quarter square triangles
- **D** 4-4” Light Small quarter square triangles
- **E** 2-7” Dark Large quarter square triangles
- **F** 2-7” Light Large quarter square triangles

Follow step 2 to make one Block.
Repeat to make a total of 25 Blocks.

Block continued: Assemble the Block as shown.  
One Block is 11¾” x 11¾” with seams.
Repeat to make a total of 25 Blocks.
**Quilt assembly:** Sew the Blocks into 5 rows of 5 Blocks. *Note that the alternating Blocks rotate 90°.*

**Fabric Requirements**
- **Dark & Light Prints:** one Fat 8th Bundle (4090F8)
- **Quarter Square Triangles (QST):**
  - Dark: 1 yard (3844 23)
  - Light: 1 yard (4092 14)
- **Border & Binding:** 1 yard (3835 31)
- **Backing:** 4 yards
- 1 LBQ Exchange Triangle Paper 2” (LBQ0222)

**Quilt is 60¼”x 60¼”**

**Quilt Borders:** Combine the rows. Sew 6-2½” Border strips together. Add the 2½” wide Border, sides first then the top and border. *Measure across the center width of the quilt for the best measurements for the lengths of the Borders. Press away from the quilt center when adding the Borders. Sew 6-2½” Binding strips together. Layer, quilt and bind. ENJOY!*